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Abstract
Three pilot projects were implemented at an aerospace engine component facility. This
thesis describes the goals, methodologies, and outcomes of these projects. Each pilot
originated in a separate area of material management (supply of raw material, scheduling and
release of material to the shop floor, and machining of material). The overarching goal of all
three projects is to increase throughput by increasing the efficient use of constrained
resources and decreasing waste.
A repetitive order system is described, which was developed to increase consistency and
reliability both at the supplier and at Engineco. Communication between functional areas,
through use of a common spreadsheet, is discussed. A tool was developed and implemented
to graphically display the impact of proposed schedules on the workload of constrained
production machines. At the shop floor level, weekly rate targets were replaced with
cumulative daily tracking of output. The implementation and benefits of this technique are
discussed.
Some of the applications described in this thesis are specific to Engineco, such as the
planning tool. Others tend to be more generic, such as the cumulative output charts.
However, each project contains learnings applicable to any large production facility that must
face complex issues concerning material management.
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1 Introduction
This chapter covers the main goals of the thesis and provides background on
Engineco, a pseudonym for the company where these projects were implemented. Engineco
is a manufacturer of turbine engines for aerospace, marine, and industrial uses. Engineco is
facing increasing demand and working hard to meet delivery dates without extensive
overtime costs. As a result, the objective of the project at Engineco was to increase the
productivity of the existing and future assets. This chapter details these concerns and
objectives and provides an overview of how these three separate pilot programs were related
to the common goal of increasing throughput at Engineco.
1.1 Thesis Goal and Scope
Movement of material through a manufacturing plant is critical to competitive
manufacturing and yet is often complicated and difficult to manage. This thesis reflects
learnings from three separate but interrelated areas of a production facility, each aimed at
increasing throughput through material management. Although these learnings were
collected during a six-month internship at a manufacturing site, they reflect a broader scope
of work, including work at Engineco prior to the internship.
This thesis is the final documentation of the internship at the Engineco site. It is part
of a two-year Leaders for Manufacturing program at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The Leaders for Manufacturing Program incorporates industry with the
engineering and management schools at MIT. Every student completes an internship with a
sponsoring company, focusing on a topic of importance to that company. As information is
shared between faculty, students, and industry, it generates a growing knowledge base of
field-tested theory.
The main goal of this thesis project was to increase throughput at Engineco and, more
generally, to increase production capacity of current assets. The three projects are based in
the areas of material supply, material release to the shop floor, and material tracking at a
machine. Each of these is described separately within Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis.
Although the main goal of each project was to increase throughput, other sub-goals such as
developing healthy relationships with suppliers were also important. Additionally, some key
areas of importance, such as manufacturing quality, have an impact on throughput but were
not addressed in this project.
This thesis is not meant to be a comprehensive guide to material management or
throughput improvement. Instead, it is meant to document and share actual implementation
examples, in order to provide knowledge that will be useful for developing future programs.
1.2 Facility Layout and Process Flow
The Engineco manufacturing site is composed of four main buildings. Three of these
produce components and the fourth is responsible for final assembly. The three component
buildings have products separated by component type and processing requirements. One
building is dedicated to gears, with very specialized equipment. Much of the other
equipment is similar between buildings, with milling machines and hand finish booths in all
three buildings. Each building is further divided into cells or loops', small groups of
machines that produce a similar part type. Material flows through one of these cells, from
one machine to the next with minimal time spent waiting.
Each building has a director, who makes new equipment and labor purchase decisions
and is generally responsible for component delivery, quality, and cost. Unit managers, who
are responsible for part delivery for several production cells, report to the building director.
Each production cell has a manager, who is mainly responsible for labor and daily production
issues.
There is also a production control group, which works to schedule raw material
delivery and part production. Each cell often has a dedicated planner from this group, as well
as a manufacturing engineer, who is responsible for the machining operations and general
process effectiveness. Beyond this, there is a continuous improvement team; several
dedicated individuals at each building who work to improve the production process through
such actions as improving ergonomics, decreasing wasted motion, and decreasing setup time
with fixtures and setup racks.
1 The appendix of this thesis provides a quick reference for these and other terms.
1.3 Meeting Demand
When an order for a new engine is received, it is entered into the Material
Requirements Planning (MRP) system. This system explodes the bill of materials needed for
the final product, and determines the necessary start date for each component at each stage of
production, based on previously entered values for lead time.
Each week, this system compiles and generates output (although planners are
generally modifying and checking data more often). The output lists what is due from each
planner's cell(s) by part number. Demand is separated into buckets for parts due each week
(for the next several months) and into monthly buckets further into the future. Depending on
the format, the report will extend one year or more. In addition, the report shows any parts
already late (past due), the amount in WIP, and the number completed by the cell but not
officially recorded. Because of the dynamics of the system, if a final product order is
accepted with less than its scheduled lead time ("dropped in"), MRP may immediately
determine component parts to already be late. Notably, the final product delivery
performance is far superior to the delivery performance of most cells. It appears that there is
enough inventory or slack in the reported lead times to buffer the final delivery. As a result,
managers and operators often face the question of what parts in a cell are most seriously late.
Regular meetings cover the parts on a "hot list" (those delaying final assembly), which are
then expedited through the cells. Improvement efforts are aimed at increasing the capacity of
the cells, in order to decrease the need for "hot list" expediting.
1.4 Production Situation
Reflecting the general increase in the economy, and in particular the strong increase
in demand for turbine engines, the demand facing Engineco has been steadily increasing.
The component buildings have typically had more difficulty meeting the increased demand
schedule than final assembly. This is partially due to the greater reliance on capital
equipment in component manufacture. The constrained machines are run three shifts a day,
and sometimes are still below desired production.
In order to increase production with the least amount of new capital expenditure,
many improvement activities are and have been performed. These have included
restructuring the plants from primarily job shop to primarily cellular manufacturing. There
have also been a large number of short, focused, cross-functional improvement projects.
These have resulted in increased efficiency through using universal mounting jigs, decreasing
tool changes, and decreasing internal setup (completed while the machine is not running).
Almost any attempt to increase production will result in an initial decrease in
productivity before the improvement is observed [Figure 1.4]. This occurs when a company
buys new machines, because the installation often disturbs the prior process and learning
regarding the operation of the new machinery is required. This temporary decrease in output
also occurs if a factory increases its staff, due to the training necessary for the new
employees (often taught by the current production operators). The decrease in production
observed in Figure 1.4 also occurs in response to improvement projects such as those
mentioned above. This is also due to the temporary disruption and retraining necessary with
any process change.
Improvement
Introduced
Time
Figure 1.4 - General Response to Improvement Activities
Figure 1.4 is significant because a company often expects instant return from
investments such as capital, labor, or improvement activities. The initial observation of a
decrease in output can be discouraging. Although recent labor or capital purchases are not
usually reversed, occasionally improvement projects are evaluated prematurely, and a
potential improvement is discarded.
During the time of this study, many improvement projects had been implemented in
various areas that resulted in temporary efficiency decreases. This put further stress on the
production level of the buildings, and Engineco was faced with the difficult problem of how
to balance improvement with production. To some extent, improvement projects are similar
to investments-if a company can survive the temporary shortage, there will be a reward in
the future. However, an investor must also retain enough cash to survive until the
investments pay off, and Engineco is heavily invested as production requirements increase.
1.5 Concerns and Motivation
The most effective means of increasing the flow of water through a plumbing system
is to enlarge the most serious restriction (bottleneck). Within Engineco, the greatest
restriction was the production of engine components. Within this area, there were several
components that were especially far behind production. This could usually be tracked to
several machines within the cell which consequently were the focus of new capital purchases,
operator coverage, and improvement efforts. Unfortunately, the constraints tend to move and
the changing demand and production environment make them difficult to precisely
determine. This causes a dilution of the focus on challenging and improving production at
the constraint.
1.5.1 Idle Constraints
One of the most distressing concerns at Engineco has been the occasional idleness of
identified constraints. There were a number of reasons for this idle time-lack of material
from suppliers, missing operators (sick leave, vacation time), or necessary repair. Since
constraints were not clearly defined, operators often had to decide between setting up two
machines, both of which were behind schedule, and one of which would have to be
temporarily idle.
Because lost time at a constrained resource cannot be regained later in the process, it
is essential to minimize these losses. In order to accomplish this, the constraints need to be
clearly identified, while realizing that in a production plant the constraint may shift. Once
the current and near-future constraints are identified, measures can be taken to alleviate them.
1.5.2 Unclear Future Requirements
Because of long lead times to obtain machinery, it is important to determine future
machine demand as soon and as accurately as possible. In the past, it had been assumed that
the current constraints would be the future constraints. If the increase in total parts due next
year was expected to rise 20%, it was assumed that demand on all machines would increase
20%. This is not generally true, because the product mix for the coming year is usually
different from the current mix. This resulted in different machine requirements, and
potentially machines which were not constraints this year would be in high demand next
year. The building directors would want to know this to determine which types of machinery
to purchase.
This project attempted to identify the future constraints as well as the current
constraints, based on the projected demand. This allowed building directors to begin the
purchase of machinery which might not be currently necessary, but would be required within
the next year.
1.6 Related Papers
The work of Chapter 2 begins with a group of products which are high-volume,
repetitive order products. Nelson (1995) developed a methodology for distinguishing
characteristics of high-volume parts. The desired smooth, repetitive demand schedule is
discussed by Cruickshanks et al., (1984). In this paper, the planner can adjust the window
between delivery lead time and production lead time to provide buffer time to smooth the
production level.
The development in Chapter 3 of a constraint based tool for determining and
releasing material to the shop floor was based heavily on work done by Harman (1997).
Another MIT Leaders for Manufacturing thesis, (Lundstrom, 1993) provides good
background on constraint analysis and decision parameters for releasing material to the shop
floor.
Tracking of cumulative output has occurred in many papers, however most (such as
Mlynarczyk, 1995) only measure cumulative output with respect to learning curves on
product ramp-up, as opposed to use as a shop-floor decision tool. Casamento (1992) also
tracks learning, but his use of cumulative output is more extended and similar in many
aspects to that developed in this thesis. The most complete reference for this work is
Gershwin (1994), which was the basis for the work in this thesis.
1.7 Overview - 3 Step Approach
In order to improve the production output at Engineco, three pilot programs were
initiated in each of three separate areas. Because lack of material was often cited as a reason
for idle constraints, increasing the reliability of material delivery was crucial in maximizing
the throughput of the constraints. Chapter 2 discusses a project to improve the delivery of
raw material to Engineco.
Chapters 3 and 4 deal directly with production within Engineco. Chapter 3 focuses
on developing a capacity based planning tool, which is used to identify constraints as a
function of time. Once this is determined, the person planning the production schedules and
the release of raw material to the shop floor can optimize this plan to fully utilize the
constraints which are most restrictive at that time.
Chapter 4 introduces a simple and effective means to track output at the constraint.
Using a cumulative output graph, the operator and manager receive rapid feedback on the
status of production relative to the plan forecast by the planner (Chapter 3). This graph also
provides an operator with a solution to the situation described above, where he or she must
decide between setting up one of two machines, and leave the other temporarily idle. Further
uses, such as quickly observing the short and long term capacity of the machine are discussed
in Chapter 4. Figure 1.7 provides a graphical overview of these projects and how they tie
together. Chapter 5 unites these separate pilot programs, emphasizing the connection
between them and the common goal of increased throughput through optimal use of
constraints.
The main tool used in each area is circled in Figure 1.7, and the desired outcome is
shown below. Within the supplier delivery area, a pilot was implemented which provided
repetitive weekly orders, in order to increase the delivery reliability. At the machining level,
the cumulative measurement charts were used to measure output, and provide a shop floor
decision-making tool. Finally, within the area of raw material release, the capacity based
planning tool was implemented to identify future constraints and plan those accordingly.
SuDDlv Machine Release
(Chap. 2) (Chap. 4) (Chap. 3)
Constant Cumulative apacity Base
Weekly Orders Measurement Planning Tool
Reliable Measure Plan
Delivery Constraint Output Constraints to
SCapacity
Optimal Use of Constraints
Figure 1.7- Project Overview
2 Step One: From the Supplier to Engineco
This chapter focuses on the first stage of the material value chain, where parts are
machined by a supplier and delivered to the manufacturing site. Although the delivery
quantities and timing are important, many other aspects are also critical. These include the
relationship with the supplier, and the effect of delivery performance on the manufacturing
floor.
The relationship between Barco (a supplier of bar stock) and Engineco has been
troubled by late deliveries (from Barco) and late order adjustments (from Engineco). As is
common with suppliers, some level of distrust has developed: Engineco is unsure of delivery
promises, and Barco in unsure of order requests. To help bridge this gap, a policy of
repetitive, weekly order quantities was developed. Although the implementation has been
difficult, several key learnings and communication tools were obtained.
2.1 Initial Situation
Within the Engineco facility, one area was selected for this pilot. This area was in the
gear products building and involved only relatively high volume parts. The initial
information flow process for ordering raw material involved many steps and two people (a
buyer and a planner) at Engineco.
2.1.1 Part Classification
All the components machined and fabricated at Engineco must begin from raw
materials provided by a supplier. The quality and delivery of these parts are essential to
Engineco's ability to provide a quality product on time. Engineco follows a common
industry practice of dividing raw material parts into A, B, or C categories depending on price
and volume. This is used to determine the order size and timing (A parts are ordered weekly,
B parts monthly, and C parts quarterly). This process is straightforward, and saves wasted
effort planning and monitoring low cost, high volume parts. However, the classification of
any part can be modified by the planner in charge of that part. Often parts classified as B or
C are viewed as critical to production and re-classified as A parts. The decision to re-classify
in the opposite direction occurs with less urgency, and so is performed less often. As a
result, many high volume parts have become A parts and are using a large amount of
planning and monitoring time. Despite this additional labor input, many of these parts still
suffer from late or unreliable deliveries. The pilot program in this project was implemented
to improve the delivery and reduce the amount of work needed to monitor and plan the parts.
2.1.2 Gear Products
The gear production facility produces parts for the final assembly of engines, but also
provides gears to other divisions of Engineco. One of the main raw materials used in this
area are gear blanks. These are pieces of bar stock turned to rough shape, heat treated, and
delivered to Engineco. Although there are strict quality characteristics of the material, it is
commonly available and does not require any specialized equipment. This is in contrast to
raw material in other areas of Engineco, such as castings for engine stators, which require a
high degree of engineering and specification, as well as specialized equipment (dedicated
capital) at the supplier. Also, the machining equipment within the gear production facility
tends to be more specialized than other areas of Engineco. The plant has several very
specialized machines for grinding gear teeth, which generally become the constraints in the
machining process.
The gear plant is currently moving to a repetitive build schedule, in which common
parts are built every week. This allows a regular expectation among the plant, and allows for
optimal changeovers from part to part. It tends to smooth the demand for raw material, but
there is still variation because many gear blanks are used in several different gear parts.
The gear division receives its blanks from one supplier, which will be referred to as
Barco. Barco is a relatively small facility, and Engineco is its main customer, consuming
nearly half of Barco's output. Barco orders bar stock from a second tier supplier, and sends
blanks out to a process supplier to be heat treated. It then receives them back and sends them
on to Engineco. This leaves the cutting of bar stock and rough turning as the only machining
done at Barco. In addition, it must plan and coordinate its suppliers with the order process of
Engineco. The standard process for these products is outlined below and in Figure 2.1.2.
1. Engine customer or repair facility orders are entered in the MRP system at Engineco.
This can occur at any time, however its visibility is limited until the entire system is updated.
This update occurs weekly.
2. The planner at Engineco adjusts the MRP as desired to cover actual and anticipated scrap,
as well as personal projections on drop-ins (sudden orders) or push-outs (order delays). This
may be done daily or weekly.
3. Each week, a report is generated which schedules the start date for each component in the
item's bill of materials. This is called a horizon report and is based on the MRP schedule and
lead time offsets.
4. The horizon report is sent to the supplier (Barco).
5. Barco schedules their raw material purchasing and machining time.
6. Several weeks before material is needed at Engineco, the Engineco planner places an
order request. Usually, this remains on the internal system, and another employee, the
Engineco buyer, faxes this to Barco.
7. Barco returns the fax with promise dates for each order (about 20 orders per week, of
different size and material).
8. The buyer at Engineco is notified when material arrives, and follows up on late orders.
MRP
Schedule Planner
Modification
Buyer
Horizon Report Order
- 2 weeks prior to use
Barco
Figure 2.1.2 - Initial Information Flow
There is some duplication of effort in this process. Most notably, the supplier
receives two different signals, the horizon report, and the order fax. In theory, the horizon
report would be used for long term planning, to get rough order quantities and plan a basic
schedule, and the fax order would refine this and make necessary changes. Although it is
potentially useful for long term planning, Barco does not appear to generate refined planning
schedules, and does not relate an upcoming problem until the part is already due. To help
compensate for this, Engineco has modified their policies so that the faxed order usually
allows enough time for Barco to prepare material.
2.1.3 Lead Time
The process is complicated by the long lead times involved. At Engineco, the lead
time from receipt of a gear blank to completion of a gear can be as long as several months.
Repair facilities and other gear customers (including final engines) have variable demand.
To satisfy this demand, either the customer or Engineco must maintain inventory of finished
gears. The amount of this inventory increases with the lead time of the gears.
Barco also faces long lead times, from several days for common bar stock to several
months for more exotic material. They also face a lead time at the heat treat processor. For
Engineco to maintain raw material availability, they must either forecast accurately or buffer
the system with inventory. Since both Barco and Engineco have been trying to minimize
their inventory carrying costs, each carries as little inventory as possible, which must
constantly be traded against delivery performance and shop efficiency.
2.1.4 Planner Precautions-The Moving Wedge
A result of long lead times and uncertainty is the moving wedge of artificial demand,
typified in Figure 2.1.4. This example is shown with steady true demand. In order to
safeguard against stockouts (either due to supplier failure or scrap in production), the planner
would tend to over-estimate the demand request to the supplier. This increases over time due
to the increasing uncertainty, causing a large positive predicted deviation to accumulate.
Beyond the range scheduled by the planner (roughly 60 days), the MRP system would adjust
to the large predicted positive inventory by dropping demand (at the supplier) to zero, even
though there was demand for parts at the gear division. This would continue until the
forecast surplus is depleted. As a result, Barco sees a demand higher than the true demand,
with a decrease after the 60-day planned window. Since some of this was due to covering
potential orders, as time passes, there tends to be a surplus of material, and the planner
pushes out the schedule, moving the wedge farther out.
A4
-- actual demand
-A- cumulative deviation (sent - actual)
-- *-demand sent to supplier
Some of this adjustment is
for anticipated scrap. Some
is ordered "just in case" and
later pushed out, causing
the wedge to slide.
Suppliers are used to seeing this
rise and fall, and often do not
produce to the rise, assuming it
will be pushed out. This may, in
turn, cause the planner to
increase the buildup even more.
15 +
Time
Figure 2.1.4 - Model of MRP / Planner / Supplier Interaction
The most detrimental part of this effect is the second-guessing it produces between
planner and supplier. The planner is afraid the supplier may not deliver, and so slightly
increases the forecast. The supplier finds apparent demand is pushed out, and to avoid
carrying inventory, guesses how much Engineco will really request. If the supplier guesses
too low, or otherwise cannot meet demand, the planner confirms the belief of poor delivery
performance, and further boosts the demand level.
2.1.5 Control Dynamics
A natural result of the long lead times and forecast periods is to adjust the system too
often. The situation is analogous to adjusting the temperature of a faucet with a long
response time. The result tends to be cyclic excursions from the desired level. This
condition is compounded within Engineco, because modifications in the demand requests it
sends to Barco often result in adjustments within their lead time for delivering parts. Figure
2.1.5a shows the cumulative usage of a specific part at Engineco. In addition to the actual
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usage, the cumulative horizon reports are shown for several weeks. These reports would be
sent to Barco, and often result in quantity variations within 3 to 4 weeks of the report date.
For example, between week 6 and 7, there were no parts forecast as of week 1. By the week
4 forecast, there were 25 being requested (forecast to the supplier). By the week 6 forecast,
this demand had increased to 30. The actual usage in that week was zero.
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Figure 2.1.5a - Cumulative Usage vs. Forecast Usage
Most importantly, this short term demand modification appears to be unnecessary.
That is, the long-term forecast is actually quite accurate on a cumulative basis. For example,
the forecast made on Week 1 is within 25 parts of actual usage 12 weeks later, and has a
maximum deviation of less than 50 parts throughout that period. The accuracy may be
because usage is not independent of the forecast, and one could argue that the only reason
usage was not much higher was that the original forecast limited the availability of material.
However, it is reasonable to assume that many unnecessary modifications are being made to
the system, which are amplified as they are passed down to the supplier.
Figure 2.1.5a suggests that the forecast is slightly greater that the actual usage. This
was examined in more detail for five typical part numbers. Three categories of forecast time
were selected: 2 weeks, 8 weeks, and 16 weeks forward. The hypothesis was that the
forecasts for 16 weeks ahead would have the most error, and that this error would be an
overestimate of the true usage. Equation 2.1 was used to average the forecast error for each
of the three categories of time horizon. For example, in determining the error when
forecasting two weeks ahead, x is set equal to two in Equation 2.1. Then, for each week in
the data set, the actual usage in week m is compared to the forecast made two weeks prior.
These errors are normalized by actual usage and averaged. A positive result would indicate
that the forecast is generally greater than actual usage. A negative result would indicate that
the forecast is generally lower than actual usage. These calculations were made separately
for each of five parts (A-E). Figure 2.1.5b shows these results as well as an average of data
over all five parts. The data showed that the prediction error varied by part, but generally
confirmed the hypothesis that there is a slight over-prediction which increases with forecast
time horizon.
N = Total number of forecasts for one part and time horizon
m = Week being considered
x = Number of weeks forward (forecast time horizon)
Error = N forecastmxm - actualm [Eq. 2.]
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Figure 2.1.5b - Normalized Forecast Error
2.1.6 Delivery History
Past history of delivery of gear blanks from Barco versus their promise dates reveals
the problem facing the gear products division [Figure 2.1.6a]. The promise date from Barco
is generally two to three weeks from the request fax. It appears to have little correlation to
the actual lead time needed at Barco. Actual lead time (time from receipt of the fax from
Engineco to delivery by Barco) has a bimodal distribution [Figure 2.1.6b]. There appears to
be a set group of material which is on-hand, and can be delivered in less than one week (well
before the promise date). Another group takes a long time, either for Barco to get raw
material, to process it internally, or to have it heat treated. Through discussion with
executives at Barco and touring the small facility, the problem of late deliveries centered on
three issues.
1. Poor planning of Barco's internal assets. Although they were generally not a
constraint, Barco possessed only a few machines, and these could back up at peak times. It
did not appear that they would build ahead to manage this flow, but rather dealt with
backlogs as they occurred. This is related to the following issue.
2. Barco's resistance to carrying inventory. As a supplier of blanks with little value
added, Barco is very sensitive to costs, and wants to hold as little inventory as possible. Part
of the problem had been that past forecasts from Engineco would change. This has left
Barco holding inventory which has taken months to work off. Engineco has attempted to
remedy this situation by stating that any material on the horizon report would be accepted by
Engineco.
3. Second tier supplier capacity. There is little prior planning with second tier
suppliers (bar stock and heat treating). This leaves Barco and Engineco at the mercy of the
variable lead times of these suppliers.
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Figure 2.1.6a - Delivery Performance; Summary of 4 Parts
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2.2 Action
The late deliveries were a critical concern due to the resulting inefficiencies in
production. They would result in rush orders being necessary once material arrived. This
would require additional machine setups and create confusion and frustration on the shop
floor. A number of possible actions could have been taken to address the problem. The
default policy had been to continue to increase the time between the fax order and the desired
start date. Another option would be to threaten Barco and potentially select a more reliable
supplier. The first option did not emphasize to Barco the importance of timely delivery, and
the second option was viewed as too severe. The method piloted in this project had the
objective of modifying the behavior of Barco in a cooperative environment. A program of
repetitive, constant deliveries of high-volume pieces was implemented. This was intended to
develop discipline within Barco to deliver on time. It also reflected a repetitive production
policy which was gaining momentum within the gear production facility at Engineco
(discussed further in Chapter 5).
2.2.1 Constant Weekly Delivery
In order to alleviate the problem of late deliveries, the possibility of constant weekly
quantities was considered. Although not suitable for low volume or sporadic part numbers,
there were many high volume part numbers which still had considerable variability from
week to week. A system was developed to look at the upcoming demand stream facing
Barco, and determine the best weekly rate which could be frozen over an eight week 2 period.
This would allow more steady production and delivery of gear blanks. Initially, the planner
was to check the proposed level weekly, but adjust the level only when necessary, in an
attempt to maintain a steady demand [Figure 2.2.1].
In order to account for subsequent variation in demand, a base inventory was
determined for each part. This amount would absorb modifications in the demand schedule
which occurred within the eight week frozen window. Initially, this inventory was sized as
approximately two times the weekly standard deviation in demand. This level could be
2 Eight weeks was chosen for the window length because it was close to Barco's lead time. This could be
adjusted as necessary.
modified later, depending on the usage of this stock. If it was almost never depleted, it could
be decreased. If it were frequently depleted, it could be increased.
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Figure 2.2.1 - Revised Information Flow
2.2.2 Order Size Determination
A spreadsheet was created with which the Engineco planner could vary the delivery
rate and observe the effect on the inventory level of raw material at Engineco. This tool used
the upcoming demand forecast and a proposed weekly delivery quantity to display
graphically the surplus or shortfall in inventory. The planner would verify this and make
changes weekly, but would maintain an eight-week frozen window, to provide lead time for
Barco.
Although raw material inventory currently existed at Engineco, the official policy was
to order material near to just-in-time. This spreadsheet called out an actual amount of
inventory, which would need to exist for reliable delivery. This inventory could have been
held either at Barco or Engineco. Due to concerns at Barco, Engineco agreed to purchase
and hold the material.
Three part numbers were chosen for this pilot program. These made up
approximately 5% of the cell volume. They were chosen because they already had high
volumes and relatively steady demand. Despite this, delivery performance had been poor.
2.2.3 Spreadsheet Details
The spreadsheet [Figure 2.2.3] uses MRP system data to determine the cumulative
demand from the current week out (as far as one year). This is shown as the demand curve
on the graph in Figure 2.2.3. The planner opens this spreadsheet to monitor the proposed
inventory, which is the vertical distance between the supply and demand curves in Figure
2.2.3. The planner adjusts the data on start date, number of parts already late (past due), and
so on. These adjustments are reflected in the graph and the planner selects the weekly
delivery rates which will meet upcoming demand without excessive inventory. The
storeroom coordinator enters data on another page in the same spreadsheet when material is
received from Barco or when it is sent to the gear products production cells. The buyer also
uses the same spreadsheet to check the progress of Barco on their weekly deliveries.
start date 11/2/97 Part #123
past due 20 800
weekly amt 16 00 y-axis
change date 9/9/99 650600 -4-demand
weekly amt 20 550 demand
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Figure 2.2.3 - Weekly Delivery Spreadsheet
2.3 Implementation
Both Barco and Engineco were interested in pursuing this project. It would
eventually decrease the scheduling efforts of both parties and build mutual trust. Although
the program has faltered at the start, the ideas are still sound and the goal of implementing
them remains.
2.3.1 Barco
Management at Barco was very excited to begin this process. They agreed to hold
enough inventory to be able to always make the weekly delivery. This would hold Barco
accountable for covering variations in raw material and heat treat lead times. The advantage
to Barco is knowing what amount of material (for high volume parts) would be run and
delivered each week. This allowed better scheduling within their own facility but, more
importantly, it allowed regular scheduling with their suppliers. Ideally, this process could be
simplified to a pull system, in which the new orders to Barco are signaled by their regular
consumption. Barco can also depend on sending a set quantity to be heat treated each week
(or any interval which would allow them to make weekly shipments to Engineco). This
would be a further benefit to the heat treat facility, which would better plan their oven loads
with a known quantity of material arriving from Barco.
Unfortunately, it was difficult to begin the process because an initial quantity had to
be delivered to Engineco as a base inventory. Barco was able to make partial deliveries for
two of the three pilot parts, and no delivery on the third. This occurred despite promises
made by Barco to generate these stocks by a specified date. This frustrated the process, since
they could not catch up to make weekly deliveries. Barco was in the process of fulfilling the
backlog at the completion of the internship project. The results were somewhat more
successful at Engineco.
2.3.2 Engineco
The buyer, planner, and storeroom coordinator were willing to try this system. As
with any such system, there was some learning required before the benefits would be
observed. There was also concern that the system would not provide for enough material.
Frequent changes in the MRP schedule had usually been compensated by calls to Barco to
rush an order. Usually Barco would reply that they could make such a delivery, but their
actual delivery reflected their historical problems. With this constant order quantity system
in place, orders needed to be added beyond the eight week window provided to Barco. The
only other option for covering unanticipated orders is with inventory. The opposite condition
also was a concern. The planner at Engineco liked to keep as small an inventory as possible
and, when orders were pushed out to a later build date, the planner was faced with increased
inventory. The response in this situation was to temporarily stop placing orders for that part
with the supplier. This variation had frustrated Barco in the past, but would be eliminated
with the constant quantity system. In effect, this system decreased the response sensitivity in
the order system, in order to dampen the recurring oscillations of excess inventory and
stockouts. This is interesting because over the long run, the horizon forecasts are actually
quite accurate, as discussed above. The initial horizon report came very close to the actual
usage over 12 weeks.
It was difficult to determine if the system helped to reduce the number of stockouts.
At this time, the implementation is still building the proposed inventory level. The buyer,
planner, and storeroom coordinator have been trained and are using the spreadsheet, which
appears to be useful. The current advantage is the improved communication. The buyer can
now see the status of delivery without waiting to hear from the planner and storeroom
coordinator.
2.3.3 Conclusion
This initiative involves balancing inventory costs with stockout problems. The steady
delivery not only sets up the expectation of regular delivery, but also makes this production
more efficient at the supplier, who can schedule its own machining, as well as the major
portion of work sent to second tier suppliers. Additionally, it enables the cell to develop a
repetitive, sequential schedule which can increase delivery performance and reduce
expediting costs. Although stockouts usually do not result in failure to make delivery to the
end customer, they disturb the production line by skipping a planned start. When the
material does arrive, it requires an additional setup on each machine which must rush the
parts through. This adds cost by disturbing the flow, delaying other parts, and requiring
additional machine time (often overtime).
The two roadblocks to implementation are the need to create an initial inventory and
imbedded behaviors. The initial inventory is difficult for a supplier to produce when it is
already struggling and facing increasing orders, but it is certainly surmountable. Since this
process eliminates the problem of the moving wedge described above, the actual cumulative
demand seen by the supplier is approximately equal to what it was previously. The behavior
of the people involved, particularly the planner at Engineco who is encouraged to keep
inventories low, are difficult to change without a strong directive or a modified incentive
structure.
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3 Step Two: From Supply to Release - Planning the Cell's Production
The second step of this three-stage thesis project corresponds to the subsequent phase
of material along the value-addition process: the transition from inventory to machining.
Engineco planners are responsible for scheduling the release of material out to the shop floor.
To some extent they are constrained by current material availability and by the part due dates
from the MRP system. However, there is a wide window within which the planner must
decide on issues such as release times, which batch to release first, and the size of batches.
In order to increase overall throughput, it is important to maximize the efficiency of
the cell's constrained resource. A planning tool was refined and introduced which helps the
planner to identify the constraint based on their current production plan and on the expected
machining times at each machine. Although the tool itself has been successful, the learning
that accompanied its development was even more valuable.
3.1 Initial Situation
Planning the machining of material through the production cells is a complex process.
It involves verifying the MRP system, making necessary adjustments, monitoring the level of
inventory (including the number of parts scrapped in process), and determining when to
release material from inventory to the cell itself. Although the tasks are highly interrelated,
this chapter focuses on this final task-deciding the release timing of material. Releasing
material too early will result in unnecessary WIP and releasing material too late will require
the material to be expedited through the process. In cells which produce multiple part types,
release timing is even more critical. If some part types are always released too early,
whereas others are generally released too late, it is more difficult to expedite the late
material, and a complicated system of machining priority must be developed. One such
complicated system is to devote a person to follow and prioritize all the 'hot' parts. Because
this is an expensive solution, a more efficient method is desirable.
3.1.1 Production Cells
Within the past several years, Engineco has rearranged their component production
facilities from the traditional job shop organization to a cellular manufacturing layout.
Roughly 50,000 square feet of space have now been organized into about 15 cells, based on
product type. Each cell is in turn broken down into several loops. A typical loop consists of
10 machines arranged in a horseshoe orientation. Ample literature describes the advantages
of such an arrangement (Womack et al., 1990), which include reduced WIP and shorter lead
times. One potential disadvantage of a cellular arrangement is the need for more capital due
to demand variation within part types. Variation in the demand streams for each part type are
no longer lumped together, and each individual machine has a higher probability of being
idle or over capacity. Figure 3.1.1 a shows an example of this phenomenon. The assumption
in this example is that there are 4 products (A, B, C, and D), each with normally distributed
demand streams with an average of 100 units per period and a standard deviation of 5 units
per period. In the job shop situation, these demands are pooled, and the 4 machines work
together on the combined stream. As a result, the variation is pooled and there is
approximately zero probability (0.003%) of the demand stream exceeding capacity (four
standard deviations from the mean). When the machines are separated into cells, the
likelihood of any one of the demand streams exceeding its individual machine's capacity is
much higher (2.3%).
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Figure 3.1.1a - Pooling of Demand Variation.
The point is not to discourage cellular manufacturing, which is generally beneficial.
Womack et al. (1990) discusses how lean, cellular manufacturing will result in other benefits
(such as reduced lead time and reduced obsolescence scrap) which will outweigh this
variation issue. However, it is worthwhile to be aware that configuring the factory in cells
may result in individual machine capacity being exceeded more often, and certainly the early
stages of any improvement effort will result in lower throughput. At Engineco, increasing
demand in conjunction with layout modifications have resulted in many cells with machine
demand exceeding capacity.
An example of one of the production loops is shown in Figure 3.1. lb. This loop is
responsible for approximately 15 part numbers. However, the number of parts per cell varies
dramatically between different loops. The 15 part numbers are all engine stators of
approximately the same size. Common fixtures can be used in most machines.
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Figure 3.1. Ib - Typical Cell Layout
3.1.2 The Release Process
Material release determines when and what quantity of material is released to the
shop floor. This is the main control of material flow until parts are completed and sent on to
final assembly, a finished material storeroom, or directly to a customer. If material is
released too soon, it will clog the production floor. If material is released too late,
constrained resources may run dry and lose production time.
The typical system of material release at Engineco was based on two signals: MRP
and material availability. Once MRP signaled a release, the planner would check the
material on hand. If material was available, it would be released to the floor. This system
works reasonably well, but does not account for a number of factors.
The MRP release date is determined by the standard lead time for a part. Since only a
small fraction of this lead time is actual machine time, the true lead time is strongly
dependent on the queues at machining centers. In addition, MRP makes no allowance for
other parts scheduled at the same time (i.e., MRP does not account for machine capacity).
Consequently, two large orders could be released on the same day under MRP, and the
workload of these orders could force at least one to be delivered late. To make matters
worse, the cell may have had idle time in the prior week, which was wasted because neither
of these two jobs were released early.
The planner is responsible for release timing, and has the ability to modify the MRP
releases based on other criteria. This modification can be made explicit by changing the
production date in the MRP system or it can be made by issuing material release orders
before or after the scheduled release. The official entry in the MRP system is usually used
for changes farther in the future, as it will reschedule all of the part components with the
suppliers.
This ability to modify release timing can greatly increase the productivity of the cell
by avoiding the MRP issues already mentioned. Unfortunately, although the planner is in
close communication with the cell, it is difficult to predict the outcome of releasing a
particular part early or late. If the planners could see the upcoming scheduled releases
relative to the load on the cell, they would be able to better utilize the cell's resources.
3.2 Action
In order to provide the cell planners with better visibility of what they were releasing
to the production cell, a software tool was developed. The basis of this tool was a
spreadsheet containing information on the machining time of each part number across the
most constrained resources in the cell, as well as the forecast releases. This allowed planners
to look at the proposed load on constrained resources (as MRP would recommend release of
the material) and make adjustments to better load the cell.
3.2.1 Determining Constraints
Time studies had not been completed on most of these parts for about 10 years. The
only data to determine the amount of setup or machining time each part required at each
machine were historical data. Historical data are obtained from a bar code scan of each batch
of parts as an operator begins to work on them. These data are generally used for labor
calculations. The operator scans the parts before beginning the setup, after completion of the
setup, and after completion of the machining. In theory, this should be exactly what is
needed to determine cell constraints. Unfortunately, the use of the bar code scanning is not
tracked or enforced, and the data reflect this. Average historical run times (over the last six
months) for two parts which run the identical pattern on a machine should be approximately
the same. However, the data often vary by as much as 200%. Although some of this
variation is true run or setup variation, much of it reflects scanning inconsistencies. Break
times, meetings, and machine repairs are often inadvertently included in scan times. Also, if
a part is started and the operator leaves to work on another machine, the time reflected in the
scan will include this outside work. This meant that there was no precise way to calculate
where the constraining machine was within a loop.
There were general methods which the line supervisor used to determine the
constraint: where the inventory backed up, and which machine needed the most overtime.
To confirm these suspicions, data were gathered for each operation on each part. These data
came from operator interviews, line supervisor confirmation, and manufacturing engineer
input. Finally, they were compared to historical times. A capacity spreadsheet based on a
previous Leaders for Manufacturing internship [Harman, 1997], was used to determine the
cell constraints. Modifications were made to the previous spreadsheet to account for setup
time and to allow parts to be processed in batches. This allowed the line supervisor and the
unit manager to see the utilization of machines in the loop with the current workload, the
backlog, and the future load. An example of this graph is shown in Figure 3.2.1. In this
example, the forecast load is shown for one machine. In December, 1997, the machine is
scheduled for parts which are likely to require 46 hours of work per week. The average
production over the last six months was 40 hours of work per week. The highest output over
the last six months produced almost 50 hours worth of work per week. This type of chart
was generated for all the machines in the production loop which were considered to be a
possible constraint. The charts could then be compared to determine the most heavily loaded
resource.
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Figure 3.2.1 - Monthly Average Requirements
One of the observations was that the constraining machine varied from month to
month. Although the parts were similar, they had somewhat different routings and
machining requirements. Consequently, the product mix affected the utilization greatly and
could cause the constraint to move. This was complicated by the backlog of parts past due.
Because the backlog of parts has its own proportion of machining requirements, the loop
constraint may shift if the backlog parts are included. It was also unclear how to include the
backlog parts (how to distribute the machining time). Often, the entire backlog was included
in the first month's requirements, which could suggest machine utilization above 100%.
The modified capacity spreadsheet also allowed the manager to adjust the batch size.
Although the long-term goal is to reduce batch size as much as possible (to decrease WIP and
lead time), many machines still have significant setup times. There is a balance that needs to
be maintained between small batches and limited setup time. The load could then be graphed
to show the total utilization of each machine, as well as the fraction of that utilization used in
setup. This was dramatically different by machine, as some machines had very short (less
than 30 minute) setups, whereas others could take 3-4 hours. Because the run times were not
proportional to setup times, the choice of batch size would change which machine was the
constraint in the loop.
A complication that was not included in the spreadsheet was the lingering aspects of
a job shop. There were still several common processes, such as crack inspection and heat
treating. These would require parts to leave the loop for an undetermined amount of time,
and then re-enter the loop flow. In addition, there was a reasonable amount of cooperation
between loops: a cell would sometimes machine another cell's part if they were behind
schedule. This tended to level the utilization of machines, but also generated problems such
as increased part travel, and machining error due to unfamiliar parts. The spreadsheet allows
better quantification of the constraints, which would help decide when it is most beneficial to
assist another cell.
This spreadsheet was expanded to a tool the planners could use to easily see the load
on machines and identify the top several constraints. It helped determine where constraints
were and where they would develop. One of the important results was conveying the
learning that the constraints would move based not only on variables outside of the
manager's control (such as the demand schedule) but also on variables under their control
(such as batch size and release order). It also showed the importance of reducing setup times,
and for which machines this was most critical.
3.2.2 Capacity Based Planning Tool (CBPT)
Understanding the future load on machines, particularly constrained machines, was
important for several reasons. One was to determine what purchases and hiring needed to be
done. Because of the long delays in purchasing these specialized machines, and the training
required with new hires, management wanted to be able to look out over the next 12-18
months and see where utilization would be highest. In the short term, planners needed to
know the upcoming load on the cell so they could modify their release policy. Instead of
relying solely on MRP and material availability, planners should be able to see what the
MRP schedule will do to machine loads, and have the opportunity to adjust this, in order to
optimize use of the constrained resources.
3.2.2.1 Common Tool Development
Despite the differences in manufacturing environment (with some cells having very
little part diversity and few outside processes, and others near the opposite extreme), it was
desirable to develop a common tool across the site for planners and managers to use. A
common tool reduces the total development and refinement work. It also allows more
flexibility in workforce, allowing a planner in one component building to move to another
building with less training. Finally, it aids communication between the buildings and final
assembly to have the same units, graphs, definitions, and expectations.
Since the tool was to be used across several component buildings, a representative
team was formed to develop and modify the tool. This consisted of several planners, several
production control specialists, and a programmer. The team needed to mesh concepts from
several earlier tools, and met often with other planners and the production control managers
in each component building. This was an iterative process, since the planners were not sure
what would be necessary or helpful until they began to use the tool.
3.2.2.2 Measuring Capacity
Two potential systems were evaluated for determining the load across constraints.
One of these was based on the machine setup and run times, as described above. However,
since these data were difficult to obtain, an alternative system was being used, which relies
on lead time. This method assigns each part number only one value (as opposed to a value
for each machine it runs across). This value was based on the standard lead time for the part.
The first assumption in this lead time system is that the standard lead time is roughly
proportional to the load on the constrained machine in the loop. The second assumption is
that the constrained machine is the same for all parts. That is, two parts with the same lead
time are assumed to put the same load on the loop, even if one part does not cross the
constrained machine in the loop. These assumptions are reasonable under certain situations,
and have been used successfully in one area of the company. However, there are
characteristics of other areas which are not suited to these assumptions. One such area is
where a fraction of the loop's parts require processes outside of the manufacturing loop.
Outside processes add significantly to the lead time of the part, but do not add any work to
the loop constraints. Another characteristic which made the lead time system inappropriate is
diverse machining requirements and routings for parts in one loop. These result in two parts
with identical lead times requiring very different amounts of time across the cell constraints.
Due to these limitations, Engineco is moving to the standard hour system as these data
become available.
3.2.2.3 CBPT Specifics
Setup
Before using the tool, the top five constraints for the flow loop need to be selected.
Based on work identifying constraints, the team decided five constraints was a good balance
between program complexity and the ability to capture the constraint as it shifted. For each
constraint, the cell identifies the time required for each of its part numbers. This is a very
labor intensive process. Often, to simplify the data acquisition, the historical data (based on
labor system scanning) were used. As described above, these data were prone to error. The
planner was expected to verify values and check any apparent outliers. These data are
entered into a file on a common network, and coded to depict the source of the data. In
Figure 3.2.2.3, data have been entered for three machines. Part 2 has four operations in the
manual weld booth, taking a total of 120 minutes of setup time and 138 minutes of welding
time. (In Figure 3.2.2.3, these operations appear under the column "oper." as 60, 190, 205,
and 225.) The average batch size for this part is two. The manual weld booth has enough
equipment to run 480 hours per week, but is currently staffed at 240 hours per week. Only
four of the operations have had time studies (part 2, operations 60, 205, and 225 and part 4,
operation 20 in the manual weld booth). Engineco has realized the need for time studies, and
as these are being performed, the data are updated and coded.
Data Code: I
= historical only Last Update: Save Changes,
= operator / TL 1211/97 . Update File, and
= time study
= missing data
Cell 3 Man.Lathe Man.Weld Auto Weld
Staff (hrlwk) 240 240 80
Machines (hr/wk) 480 480 120
P/N Av. batch oper. setup run oper. setup run oper. setup
i1 2 Total 0 0 Total 0 0 Total 0
0 0 0.
2 2 Total 0 0 Total 120 138 Total 0
60
190 30 18
205
3 3 Total 165 360 Total 90 135 Total 60
2 4 0 .. . .... ............  ..........................    ................. .
4 .Total O0 Total 30: 48 Total 0
20
Figure 3.2.2.3 - Time Data Entry and Coding
Use
A cell planner opens this tool, and selects a cell. The tool then retrieves the MRP
schedule data and constraint times for that cell. The MRP data provides the scheduled future
demand for each part in the planner's cell. A graph is generated to show the load by week
(or month) on the selected constraint. The planner then selects other constraints to determine
the most heavily loaded. Once this is determined, the planner looks to see what weeks look
particularly heavily loaded, and if it looks possible to pull some of this work ahead. The
main sheet of the tool shows the proposed schedule. If work can be moved, the planner
enters the changes on this sheet. The changed cells are marked, and the workload is
reflected. The marking allows the planner to use a printout of the spreadsheet to enter
changes officially into the MRP system. If the utilization of the constraint is still above a
realistic level, the planner would notify the manager that the schedule would not be
completed without taking other measures, such as off-loading work to other cells or
scheduling overtime.
3.2.2.4 CBPT Assumptions and Limitations
In order to keep the CBPT simple to understand and easy to use, simplifying
assumptions were made. It is important to be aware of what these are. Although most of
these could be eliminated in a more advanced version, it is probably unnecessary and would
be unlikely to make the tool more effective.
No time offset from constraint to completion - For simplicity, the load of an upcoming
order is considered to be applied to the cell on the date the part is scheduled for completion.
In reality, the part must cross the constraint before the completion date unless the constraint
is the last machine in the cell.
Although this is a limitation, this will tend to be a common offset for parts with
similar routings. That is, if machine 4 out of 10 is the constraint under consideration, then
the time between crossing machine 4 and completion is similar for most part numbers. This
has the effect of a time shift on the load graph, so that the predicted load for week 10 may
actually occur in week 8, because it takes two weeks to proceed from machine 4 through
machine 10. The assumption becomes a problem when different part numbers take different
amounts of time to progress from the constraint to the end of the loop, in which case there
will not be a common offset and the load graph data will be confounded.
It would be possible to modify the tool to consider this issue. The easiest means
would be to include a total lead time for each part number (already in the system), and a
fraction which represents the point in the lead time at which the part crosses the constraint.
For example, a part with a 25 day lead time may cross machine 4 after 5 days, in which case
the associated fraction 1/5 would be entered with the time necessary to accomplish this
process. In calculating the total loads, each load is offset by the product of the fraction and
lead time. There are several reasons not to include such complexity in the tool at this stage.
The first is that it relies on a standard lead time being the true time through the loop.
Currently the processing and WIP are not controlled precisely enough for this to be
reasonable. The second is that this substantially increases the data acquisition work, since
every operation would need a lead time fraction in addition to the setup and run times. The
modification would effectively state how many days before completion a part crosses a
machine, which Engineco is slowly developing the data and consistency to support.
Only one operation time - Loopbacks present another complication. In some cells,
part numbers cross a machine several times. Although this was avoided as much as possible
during the setup of the production loops, its occurrence makes the evaluation of the load
timing difficult. The assumption is made that all work occurs in the week of the completion
date.
Times are accurate and comparable - One of the hazards of starting such a program
is the iterative process of data acquisition. Although some cells have accurate times, others
are temporarily relying on verified historical data. Although they have been verified, the
range of error is higher than with time study data. To some extent this is natural, and it will
take successful use and acceptance of the tool to support the work necessary to obtain
accurate information for all cells. During this initial stage, it is necessary to remember that
some of the cells' data are inaccurate. Also, this must be considered when comparing the
data between two cells. This is especially problematic because the historical data have a bias
as well as greater variation. The bias towards longer setup and run times of the historical
data will tend to make the cells using this data look more heavily utilized. Since cells tend to
receive funding based on predicted utilization, this is actually a disincentive to refine a cell's
data, and needs to be realized.
Full batches - In the calculation of time required for each part, it is assumed that the
parts will be run in the typical batch size (entered previously by the planner). It is also
assumed that these batch sizes will remain constant throughout the process (they are not
combined or broken out during the process). The calculation for time required is:
tool setup time
time per part = + run time [Eq. 3.1]
typical batch size
Each of these variables are specified and entered previously for each operation (except
typical batch size which is entered for each part number). This does not allow for additional
setup time to be used if batches are run in smaller lots, or leftover parts must be run as a
separate batch.
Only one constraint is considered at a time - Only one constraint is calculated at a
time, and the planner must select between constraints. It would not be technically difficult to
develop a procedure which would automatically determine the most heavily loaded constraint
for display. The difficulty is qualifying the most heavily loaded. If one constraint is loaded
at 90% in week 12, and another is loaded at 95% in week 18, which is selected? Or should
the constraint which has the highest average utilization be selected? Until the tool is used
and understood in its current, straightforward version, it is not useful to add such
refinements.
Simulation only - The CBPT is not directly linked to the MRP system. This requires
the planner to enter the final changes in the MRP system (the CBPT marks changes, to
facilitate this operation). The advantage of this is that many options can be simulated
without affecting the master schedule until the optimum simulation is defined.
3.3 Implementation
Good progress has been made at implementing the tool within two of the three
component buildings. Within these two buildings, all of the planners have been trained to
use the CBPT, and about 50%-75% of them use it regularly. The third building still has a
large number of common processes, which are difficult to model with the CBPT and, as a
result, implementation has been slow in that area. One of the positive results of using the
tool has been the ability to make data-based capital and hiring decisions. One of the cells has
already had labor requisitions created as a result of the tool showing an upcoming surge in
machine use. The manager had known a surge was coming, but did not have data to confirm
it until using the CBPT.
3.3.1 Continuous Improvement-The PDCA Cycle
Feedback from the planners has been a positive and essential piece of the
development. The process has been iterative, with each cycle increasing the knowledge and
performance of the planners and programmers. These cycles reflected the Plan, Do, Check,
Act process (Shiba et al., 1993). Initially, programmers attempt to identify the needs of the
planners ("Plan"). They then develop a model tool ("Do"). Checking consists of working
with planners, leading them through the tool and receiving feedback as to dislikes and
unfulfilled needs. These are then consolidated and formalized in the act stage. The cycle
begins again as the tool developers evaluate these needs in terms of possible modifications,
which are then taken back to the planners.
Plan
Develop consensus on
what the planner and
manager needs are, and
how to implement them
Act Do
Document and report Make the changes in the
planner and manager tool
needs, concerns, and
wishes
Check
Use with planners and
managers to determine it
the tool fits their needs
Figure 3.3.1 - PDCA Cycle
During the early stages of implementation, it is still necessary for management to encourage
planners to make time to use the CBPT. As the benefit-to-work input ratio increases, this
reinforcement will become self-fulfilling.
3.3.2 Developing a Process
During a team meeting, one of the building production control managers commented
that we were "developing a process". Over time, it became clear that this was a very
important insight. The final tool is only moderately useful as a product. What is crucial is
that the site learns how to improve the release and manufacture of components. In this
respect, the planner involvement in refining the CBPT was not only helpful, it was essential,
because this is when the learning occurred. Through struggling with the tool, from its very
simple and straightforward beginning through its more complex dealings with additional
issues such as order lead time and batch sizes, the planners and managers learned the impact
of their actions and decisions on the loading of cell constraints.
A more advanced tool could be purchased from a software company. It could even be
tailored by computer consultants to the processes at Engineco (although the processes may
not be suited for a more advanced tool). However, what would be lost is the understanding
of the current process, and the need to improve it. The CBPT helps encourage improvements
in ordering, releasing, and managing constraints. Only after Engineco advances to the stage
where they are limited by the CBPT assumptions (for example, the product flow is consistent
and well defined, so that lead time offset ratios can be obtained) there is no need to advance
to a more sophisticated tool. In fact, a more sophisticated tool will discourage people from
understanding and improving the underlying process.
4 Step Three: Monitoring Production in the Cell
The final step in this thesis project was to focus on the tracking of material processed
at a machine. Although often regarded as a simple check-off, these progress reports had the
potential to signal operators and managers as to which machines were most in need of extra
work (overtime), or which should have priority in case two machines need the attention of a
single operator.
The previous weekly target rates were replaced with a cumulative tracking of
machine progress versus the cumulative schedule. This provided straightforward, visual
indication of machine progress and avoided several problems with the previous rate-based
measurements.
4.1 Initial Situation
The plant has primarily been divided into production loops, each consisting of five to
ten machines, or load centers. The term "load center" is used to help avoid confusion over
areas such as hand finish, where parts are processed but there is no specific machine. The
terms "load center" and "machine" will be used interchangeably here. In the stator loop,
there are ten load centers. Three of these have been identified as main constraints-the cell's
production is usually limited by one of these three load centers.
4.1.1 Non-Specific Daily Target
The most common means of setting a goal has been to declare a daily or weekly
number of parts for the loop to produce. This is usually the number of scheduled parts
assigned to that loop, averaged over some time horizon. Lately, the increased demand has
resulted in a backlog for most loops. In an effort to work off this backlog, these parts are
divided evenly over some future period. As a result, the daily goals may become
unrealistically large.
One of the concerns with this target is its lack of specificity. In many of the loops,
parts have routing variations. This means that many parts in the daily schedule may bypass a
particular machine. Since the target is based on the entire loop, a particular load center may
only have to process 80% of the target for the cell to make its goal, since many of the
required parts may not cross that machine. This makes it difficult for an individual operator
to relate his or her progress to the stated goal for the loop.
Time lags between production at one machine and completion of a part can further
confuse the goal. A load center at the beginning of the loop could produce 100% of the loop
goal, but the loop may still fall short if parts are waiting at a constraint further along in the
loop. Although finite buffers prevent this condition from continuing indefinitely, the
inconsistencies still lead to confusion and frustration.
4.1.2 Bad Day Syndrome
One problem with a daily rate is its lack of memory. No matter how good or bad a
day's production is, the end of the day clears the slate. The morning begins anew, with zero
production and one day to make the rate. A natural effect of this is the bad day syndrome. If
an unforeseen problem occurs in the morning, such that production is far behind schedule by
noon, the tendency is to renounce the day as lost, since there is no chance of making the daily
rate.
Another problem tends to occur when things are going very well by noon. If the
production rate will easily be attained, there is no need to rush, since extra units are not
carried over to the next day. If there is only one shift being run on the machine, an operator
may attempt to save some of these relatively cooperative parts for the next day, to help make
that day's rate. This decrease in output may be very well intentioned-since the stated goal
is to make the target, it seems to be perfectly reasonable to help out on another machine if the
current machine has already made its daily rate. What is not clear from the daily rate
incentive is how that machine is doing over the long run.
This situation can be mitigated by increasing the period of rate measurement. A
weekly goal may tend to keep production high through midweek, until it becomes clear how
a machine will do relative to the finish line of a weekly goal. It is not clear, however, that
this increases the fraction of high-production time. In addition, the longer the period, the
further removed it becomes from the operator.
4.1.3 Equivalent Units
The implementation of equivalent units for capacity measurement has been a
continuing challenge in both the scheduling and production measurement areas. One issue
has been the language of different parts of the organization. People on the manufacturing
floor tend to deal with parts every day, and are comfortable discussing the number of parts on
backorder, or the number of parts produced per day. Upper management tends to deal more
often with dollars, and instead talks about dollars worth of inventory or revenue. Since
dollars are less meaningful on the shop floor, the unit of choice has remained "parts".
The problem with measuring parts of production is that each part number involves a
different amount of work content. Some pieces can be run very quickly; others can be run
quickly on some machines, but require a long time on other machines. Figure 4.1.3 shows
the distribution of machining time3 for parts on a single machine as a function of how
frequently they are run. Notice that nine parts (three of which are relatively high-volume
parts) receive no work at this machine (they skip this load center). Others are widely
dispersed, with some taking less then 20% of the maximum time.
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Figure 4.1.3 - Machining Time Variation
3 These times are average machining times, reported by operators and confirmed by line managers.
In order to meaningfully discuss workload, there appear to be two choices: develop
an equivalent unit, such as the number of hours of work input, or make measurements over
long time spans. These time spans must be large enough so that deviations in the work input
for each part average out. For the batch sizes and work inputs run in the stator cell, this
requires approximately one month. That is, monthly comparisons could be made reasonably
well based on the number of pieces produced in each month, but weekly comparisons would
probably be strongly biased by the part mix. In the past, Engineco has made the choice to
compare parts, and make comparisons over long periods of time.
4.2 Action
One machine was selected for a pilot implementation of cumulative tracking. The
machine was falling behind the cumulative demand very visibly at first. Over the next
month, the results were significantly (and visibly) better.
4.2.1 Selecting a Constraint
The stator loop constraint shifts, based on the demand stream and machine reliability.
Although a repetitive schedule would minimize constraint shifting, there are still likely to be
several potential constraints within any cell. The Springfield milling machine was selected
for this project because it was often the constraint in the loop, it had well defined process
times, and it had a single, dedicated4 operator on each of two shifts.
The Springfield was also selected because the operators were very supportive. A new
measurement tool is often viewed with a mixture of disgust of more busywork and fear of
ever-increasing monitoring. Attempting to implement a measurement system in such an
environment is inviting disaster-every attempt will be made to fail the tool. This was not
the case with the Springfield operators, who were willing to try a new tool, and even
interested in a measure that would give appropriate feedback on their daily or weekly output.
4 Dedicated, in this case, refers to a one-to-one correspondence between operator and machine assignment,
rather than the personality of the operator.
The Springfield was located approximately midway through the loop. Relative to
other machines, its parts generally had short setup times and long run times. Perhaps even
more than other machines, it showed extreme variations in machining time. Although a
common constraint in the loop, many of the loop pieces did not cross this machine, making
the daily rate target particularly unsuitable. It also made scheduling more difficult, since it
was easy to starve this machine if a large group of non-Springfield parts ran through the loop
together. The planner needed to schedule the production in this loop with relatively small
batches, alternating between parts that crossed the Springfield and those that did not.
4.2.2 Specifying Relevant Output Demand
Since many loop parts did not require milling on the Springfield, these parts needed
to be culled from the loop requirement numbers. Using the MRP schedule and the backlog,
all of the parts that would need to cross the Springfield were selected. This could be used to
generate a more suitable weekly rate target, if desired. In addition, the work input for each of
these part numbers was used to calculate the total hours of setup and run time expected
across the Springfield, based on the schedule and backlog. This was the same type of data
which was later entered into the Capacity Based Planning Tool discussed above.
4.2.3 Cumulative Tracking at the Machine
In order to overcome the problems with daily or weekly target rates, production was
measured in a cumulative manner. A chart tracked the daily production, adding each day's
output to the level of the prior day.
This type of tracking has been recommended in prior literature. Figure 4.2.3a
[Gershwin, 1994] reflects a hypothetical situation in which there is constant demand. This
demand is represented by the solid, diagonal line. The value of this line, dj(t) is the
cumulative demand at time t. The production at time t is uj(t), and is equal to the slope of the
dotted line on the graph. The cumulative production is the integral of this function over time.
The net surplus (or backlog) is denoted as xj(t), and is clearly visible on the graph as the
vertical distance which the dotted line is above (or below) the solid line.
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Figure 4.2.3a - Cumulative Output Tracking [from Gershwin (1994)]
This graph allows rapid visual analysis of the current status and past production
history. The maximum slope of the actual production (dotted line) is the peak production
rate. Depending on the time scale, this may be a long-term production rate, including
machine failures and repairs, or it may be a short-term production rate, in which case
machine failures must be accounted for before extrapolating to long-term capacity. When the
machine is not operating for any reason (machine failure, a missing operator, inventory
starvation, inventory blockage, etc.) the actual production line becomes horizontal on the
graph.
This type of tracking was performed on the Springfield milling machine, creating the
history shown in Figure 4.2.3b. The graph was attached to the machine with the scheduled
cumulative demand filled in for the next four weeks. This was determined from a long-term
average with horizontal sections indicating the desire to not run the machine on weekends.
Each day, the operator fills in the actual production level, continuing the curve from the day
before. If the actual cumulative production is above demand, there is surplus (or the backlog
is being reduced). When the actual line falls below the demand, the machine is behind
schedule. The measurement could be made on either a part basis or an equivalent unit basis.
The part basis is easier and more familiar. The equivalent unit basis provides a better
measure of the true output and capacity of the machine. The part basis was chosen in these
examples.
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Figure 4.2.3b - Cumulative Tracking at Springfield
Figure 4.2.3b is cause for concern for this loop, which already had a backlog of parts
(not displayed). The actual production level is strictly below the demand curve. In addition,
the gap between cumulative output and demand is growing, signaling an increase to the
backlog. There are two significant periods of zero production--each about one week long.
Between these two, the production level approximately parallels the demand curve. This
indicates that the production capacity of the machine can barely keep up with demand if there
are no interruptions. Unfortunately, interruptions always tend to occur in a manufacturing
environment. Finally, there is almost no correlation between weekends and down time-the
machine was scheduled to run whenever it could, including more costly weekend overtime.
This type of charting has continued, with minor modifications. Figure 4.2.3c shows
the cumulative tracking chart approximately one month later. Two modifications were made
in the construction of the graph. The first is the addition of another line, at a steeper slope
than the demand curve. This is the 12-week Recovery curve, which is the sum of the
scheduled demand and the current backlog spread evenly over 12 weeks. If actual
production maintained this level, the backlog would be eliminated after 12 weeks. The
second modification is that the demand curve is no longer averaged over a long (several
month) period, but is the actual scheduled demand in the MRP system for that week.
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Figure 4.2.3c - Cumulative Tracking at Springfield; One Month Later
The outlook from this second graph is considerably more favorable. The periods of
non-production are much shorter, and tend to coincide with weekends. The production is
above demand, indicating that the backlog is being reduced, although not at a rate which
would result in a recovery within 12 weeks. This is important information because it
indicates that, unless production is increased at this machine or the demand falls
significantly, the backlog will continue beyond 12 weeks.
There are a variety of reasons for the improvement seen in Figure 4.2.3c. Although
not evident with the units omitted, demand had been reduced by approximately 30%
(between a tail-off in orders and rescheduling efforts). However actual production also
increased about 20%. One of the most significant causes of this improvement was improved
material availability (reduced starvation). This can be observed in the reduced length of zero
production periods. Both supplier delivery performance and planner scheduling of batches
helped in this area. The tracking from the previous month also highlighted the concern of
long periods of down time and the need to increase the output at this machine. This focus
was partially responsible for the increase in output observed here.
4.3 Implementation
This was probably the most effective implementation of the three pilot programs.
Response of both operators and managers was positive, and the small learning required to use
the charts occurred quickly and resulted in near-immediate benefit. The only remaining
issues were how to spread the tool and whether to count parts or hours of constraint time.
4.3.1 Equivalent Units, Once Again
With the introduction of cumulative tracking at the machine, the battle continued over
equivalent units. There was a danger that the operator and manager would be unfamiliar with
equivalent units, and would not accept the tool because of the units. On the other hand, the
tool is much more useful with a more accurate measure of capacity, such as hours of work
input (setup plus machining time). To avoid having the tool discarded due to unfamiliar
units, the bulk of the measurement was initiated based on parts. The charts were taped to the
machine, and the log the operator kept was in parts. The operator also recorded the part
numbers that were machined each day. This allowed a second chart to be kept in the
background, based on hours of work input. As acceptance of the cumulative tracking style
grew, there was increasing interest in the equivalent unit tracking. As the Capacity-Based
Planning Tool becomes more widespread, the increased use of these equivalent units will
hopefully make them more accepted at the machine level. This will make the chart more
useful.
4.3.2 Reaction
Initially the operators needed to be reminded to mark their daily output on the chart.
As they began to observe and understand the chart and the feedback it provided them, the
operators began to ask for new updates of the chart, and finally to create them on their own.
This last stage was accomplished through macros within a user-friendly spreadsheet which
would automatically determine the amount of work scheduled for the Springfield on a
weekly, cumulative basis. This acceptance at the Springfield was a success, but there were
issues surrounding how to expand it. Other operators were somewhat aware of the chart, but
were not asking for their own. Whether it should be expanded to the other two top
constraints in the loop, or perhaps to willing operators at constraints in other loops, is still
undecided. Currently only the Springfield continues to use the tracking graph.
4.3.3 Conclusion
The use of cumulative tracking graphs, customized to a machine's particular demand
stream, provides a relatively easy-to-use, visual guide to the progress and potential of the
machine. Through macros and initial configuration, the recurring time to print out new
graphs is minimal. It seems reasonable to use this tracking on the main constraints in each
loop in the plant. The main reason it has not spread is the learning necessary on the part of
the employees. Although the graphing is straightforward, logical, and preserves information,
the managers and operators need to become familiar with reading and using the graph. As
the Capacity Based Planning Tool gains momentum, the idea of hours of machine time (as an
equivalent unit) will become more widely accepted and the transition to this unit will be
natural for the cumulative tracking graph.
5 Pulling It All Together-The System as a Whole
Steps one, two, and three were implemented to increase throughput by developing
reliable deliveries, and scheduling and operating machines so that the constraints were
optimized. Because they were implemented in separate pilot programs, it is difficult to
determine how they would work together, on a widespread basis. Generally, the indications
are that the system would work well as a cohesive whole, however some interference would
be possible and is important to beware of.
5.1 Environment of Change
Engineco is a large site with three separate component buildings, each with
employees dedicated to working on process improvement. Process improvement is expected
not only from employees who work full-time in a continuous improvement or material
handling group, but also from shop floor employees, line managers, and departmental
assistants. Many of the most effective process improvement ideas have come from people
working with the product every day.
In order to encourage individuals on the shop floor to contribute their ideas, it is
important to provide the opportunity to implement ideas which appear potentially viable.
Although this creates a rich environment for innovation, it creates many small pockets which
operate in a slightly different manner. For example, some cells have suppliers deliver parts
directly to the cell, while others use a centralized storage location. Still others have suppliers
deliver to the main receiving location, but then have Engineco material handlers deliver the
material to the cell.
This environment allows many ideas to form, and the successful ideas are then
implemented on a wider range. The three steps presented in this thesis were all able to be
piloted, due to this corporate culture. One issue with this type of environment is the
difficulty in evaluating programs that are strongly interrelated, as are the three steps
presented here.
5.2 Interrelation of Steps One, Two, and Three
Production of a manufacturing product can be viewed as a value chain [Figure 5.2].
Each step in the process should add some value to the product. From this perspective, the
delineation between supplier and factory become blurred, and the planners are managing the
flow of material along this continuous chain. Step two-developing a capacity based
planning tool-provides the planner with better vision to see over the entire value chain.
However, in order to be effective, the planner must be able to modify schedules, work with
suppliers, and have machines processing material when they need to be. The constant
weekly deliveries suggested in step one is one way to build supplier confidence and
reliability. Further, it is not enough for the planners to know what the schedule of part
production is. This information must be communicated to the factory floor, as it is in step
three, so that the operators can balance their work between machines and schedule downtime
(for maintenance or process improvement). With each of these three steps in place together,
each builds on the opportunities of the other two and makes an effective combination.
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Figure 5.2 - Extended Value Chain
5.2.1 A System of Constraints
In returning to the image of an extended value chain, the need for the three steps to
work together becomes apparent. Like a long chain, the movement at one section can be
limited by the progress earlier in the chain. Production at the machine was occasionally
limited by the delivery performance of the supplier. This dependence is both frustrating and
dangerous, because isolated modifications at the machine, such as a cumulative tracking
graph, do not reflect the potential results in a smoothly running system. There may even be
short-term solutions which appear beneficial under this condition, such as running any type
of material available, regardless of demand, to free future time for the machine.
It appears feasible to make improvements at the upstream end and then work
downstream, yet this also has obstacles. For example, trying to implement a standard
delivery quantity from the supplier is difficult when the cell is still struggling to determine a
feasible schedule, and operators have vague production targets. These production
uncertainties tend to result in schedule modifications (as possible production becomes
apparent, and differs from scheduled production), which upsets the initial attempt to smooth
the supplier's deliveries.
5.2.2 Regular Patterns of Production
In an ideal setting, production requirements would remain stable, with volume
increasing at an expected and manageable pace. Production at the factory floor would be
boring-every week would have the same requirements: thirty of part A, twenty of part B,
ten of part C. The number of setups would be determined by the optimal balance between
setup cost and holding cost of buffer inventory. The suppliers would know what to deliver
each week, and would have their own production and purchasing conditioned to the status
quo. Unfortunately, the continuous variability of demand makes the system complicated.
In such a dynamic environment, the static optimization described, balancing holding
cost with machine setup cost, is difficult. There are many external factors which are difficult
to include in the optimization, such as the scheduling management. In the past, Engineco had
been trying to minimize inventory (although some large buffers still existed). Recently,
Engineco has been implementing more strategic inventory buffers, and finding that they are
useful and valuable in many situations. The challenge is to measure when increasing buffers
are beneficial to the entire system, and when they simply increase costs.
Several cells within Engineco have been trying to move to regular patterns of
production. This is usually done by determining a set of high-volume parts which will be run
(in nearly the same quantity) each week. Another set of moderate-volume parts may be run
every two weeks. Each week begins with the determined weekly parts, then the bi-weekly
parts for that week, and finally, any low-volume parts scheduled for the cell [Figure 5.2.2].
The planner is responsible for determining how many of each part to produce, and also for
dividing parts between weekly, bi-weekly, and lower-volume. Scheduling a part to run bi-
weekly will require some inventory of that part in order to meet the actual demand. The cells
who are beginning this process feel that the inventory cost is outweighed by the rhythm and
discipline gained by the cell.
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Figure 5.2.2 - Production Schedule Under Regular Patterns of Production
Such a regular-production cell is clearly related to step one (constant delivery
quantities from the supplier). It is actually taking the constant quantity policy one step higher
in the value chain. Instead of having raw material arrive in constant weekly lots and
producing to demand from this inventory, the deliveries and production are both constant,
and the finished goods inventory meets the demand stream. This keeps supply and
production closely linked, dampens variation in both areas, and provides an expected order
within the cell. A disadvantage is that the inventory is now more valuable, increasing costs
of damage, obsolescence, and so on.
Relating the regular-production cell to step two occurs at a higher level. Because of
the shifting requirements, as well as the varied workloads of the low-volume parts, the
planner must be able to develop a manageable schedule for the cell which still meets
requirements. The CBPT allows the planner to enter the weekly and bi-weekly parts as they
will be run, and then schedule the remaining parts to best utilize the machine time, while
meeting delivery requirements. This may occasionally require a planner to want to pull parts
ahead, and request deliveries earlier from suppliers. This is an essential but potentially
precarious action. While the planner should be allowed the flexibility to pull in needed parts,
too much expediting from the supplier can disturb the rhythm developed by the constant
delivery of high-volume parts.
Finally, the third step (cumulative monitoring of machine production), becomes more
practical once the cell begins a more stable production pattern. The machinist can see how
the production at one machine is tied to the overall weekly output, and how to balance time
between machines.
Although it is not clear how widely the regular production cell will be implemented,
the three steps piloted in this thesis appear to be effective under that environment as well.
5.3 Dissonance
Should Engineco implement steps one, two, and three on a site-wide basis? Because
of the linkages between the systems, it is difficult to implement these steps on a small scale
and observe the improvement. However, Engineco should beware of charging ahead with
these three steps.
One issue is applicability. Each pilot program has been tailored to its area of
Engineco. For step two, the CBPT, this covers almost all of the component plants and,
except for the areas mentioned in that section, the CBPT is suitable for wide-spread
implementation. The monitoring at the machine level is a very universal tool, with relatively
high benefit from a low amount of upkeep. However, Engineco must determine what degree
of implementation is most appropriate. Perhaps cumulative charts should go on every load
center, however a more likely solution is to target only the constraining load centers, and
make the charts visible so they are understood and read by all employees. Finally, the first
step only obtains maximum benefit when the cell is willing to produce to a weekly, repetitive
schedule. This requires communication, trust, and dedication of the buyer, planner, and cell
manager. Repetitive weekly deliveries become less useful as the demand variation begins to
outweigh the average demand.
Steps one and two have a potential to clash if not implemented properly. This is
because step one focuses on developing a constant delivery quantity, and avoiding any
alteration or disruption which will send ripples back thorough the supply chain. However,
step two provides a tool for the planner to modify the schedule to better suit the capability of
the cell. It is easy to see how these two could conflict with each other. What is necessary to
help avoid this conflict is to determine a lead time (a frozen window) within which the order
quantity requested from the supplier will not be altered. In the pilot programs, this was eight
weeks. Although this helps the supplier, it forces the planner to be very disciplined. It also
means that most of the load balancing which the planner will do occurs eight weeks in the
future and beyond. As a result, when the pilot is started, there will be an eight week delay
before seeing results at the cell level. Eight weeks can be a very long time to wait for results,
and because of the usual variation in operation, it is difficult to link improvements directly to
their cause. All of this means that patience and discipline are required on the part of the
planners and managers who implement these steps.
5.4 Synergy
There are benefits of the three steps which build on each other. One of the most
significant is the development of a common terminology. Moving to equivalent units (hours
of work content) for part operations has been a difficult step for Engineco. The use of
equivalent units within the Capacity Based Planning Tool is exposing the entire site to this
type of measurement. As these units become more accepted, the cumulative production
graphs at the machine (step three) will naturally move to using equivalent units, and as a
result will be more meaningful.
Steps one and two can also be very effective together, despite the potential concerns
noted above. If the constant weekly deliveries are used within a determined, frozen window
(such as 8 weeks), the planner can rely on these deliveries, and adjust the cell schedule with
the planning tool beyond the frozen window. This allows the planner to quickly fill in
weekly rates for the common parts and then use the planning tool to determine the best
sequence for low volume parts.
6 Conclusion
This project has consisted of three separate but interrelated pilot programs. These
programs have covered a wide range of the value chain, from supplier production through
delivery to final assembly. They have followed material through three fundamental steps:
arrival from the supplier in a timely fashion, being planned and released to the floor so that
constraints are never starved and yet there is not excessive WIP, and finally, the actual
machining of the material at a load center.
One material supplier was identified that had relatively poor delivery performance. A
disciplined program of weekly deliveries was implemented. Although the software of the
program increased visibility among the storage, planning, and buying functions at Engineco,
the supplier is still trying to develop enough capacity to produce the required material.
To improve the identification, monitoring, and planning of the loop constraints, a
capacity based planning tool was developed. This is being implemented across several
buildings, and has been used by the majority of Engineco planners. Most importantly, the
development of the tool has resulted in learning between planners, cell managers, and unit
managers regarding: the effect of constraints on production, the need to identify constraints,
the effect of modifying batch size, and the nature of shifting constraints. All of this will be
transferable knowledge when a new production planning system is implemented.
A graph of cumulative output was used at one constraint to relate the actual output
performance to the expected production. This was very successful, providing rapid
observation of the possible production rate, the current progress, and a reasonable estimate
for working off the backlog of parts.
Together, these programs work to develop a common terminology, a smoother
production flow, identifiable constraints, more reliable delivery, and the ability to observe
future resource needs. The final goal of all of these accomplishments is to help Engineco
meet the increasing demand levels, now and in the future.
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Appendix - Definitions and Abbreviations
Batch - Group of parts that are machined together and require a single setup.
Cell - Group or collection of several smaller groups (loops) of load centers.
Cellular - Manufacturing plant arranged so that similar part types (such as nozzles) are all
machined in one small area, decreasing transit time and WIP. (see Job Shop)
CBPT - Capacity Based Planning Tool, a spreadsheet to allow planners to modify the
proposed build schedule and observe the effect on cell constraints (Chapter 3).
External Setup - Setup which can be completed while the machine is running another part.
(see Internal Setup)
Horizon Report - A production plan generated by MRP, based on reported lead times for
each component.
Internal Setup - Setup which must be completed while the machine is stopped. (see External
Setup)
Job Shop - Manufacturing plant arranged so that similar process tools (such as welders) are
all located in one location, and can process any part needing that operation. (see Cellular)
Load Center - Production machine or work center (e.g. hand finish booth).
Loop - Collection of roughly 10 load centers, focused on one product.
MRP - Material Requirements Planning, automated system for production scheduling based
on final product demand and stated lead time.
Operation - One distinct, documented process step in the production of a part.
WIP - Work In Process inventory.
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